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SANTA FE, NEW MEXIQ0S WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1913.
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The police have not succeeded in this service he will draw a stipend
from taking their places. Quiet preand also of several cities of Colorado. many women have submitted plans idea that the Huerta party will take
finding the head of the Aumiller girl. variously estimated at from $10 to $50
vails in the camps of the district and f 'Klay
He said he thought it better to make showing that the Interest was not con- - the ground that, owing to the limita-flnethey investigated a gruesome a day.
YOU
CAN
WIN.
all mines are working full time.
to men. "Architects and build- - tion of the rebellion to the two states
report first to the mayor and council.
ta.e about a solitary fisherman who
The judges of the court of appeals
New-OlFe
archlSanta
The
ers throughout the state have come of Sonora and Durango, the constitu- hooked something heavy last night in,aiso will form part of the impeach- Publicity Committee.
contest
tectural prize
closes Just
i
BIXBY ASKS THAT PUBLIC
Col. Bronson M. Cutting then read forward," he added. The Judge an- - tional prohibition against the conduct
the North river. Just as the supposed ment court.
tw0 ww,ks from toaa?BE EXCLUDED AT HIS TRIAL catch was
the report of the publicity committee nounced that Frank Owen, in behalf of of a national election while the coun-The right of certain senators, who
nearing the surface, it
Tnere 18 Plenty .f tin,e for 'ou
which is as follows:
Los Angeles. Calif., Sept. 17. A mo- dropped off the hook, leaving a long as members of the Frawley investigat- the Santa Fe Water and Light com-- ! try is not at peace would not apply,
to get bu."' and win tnat 9iuu
"Your committee on publicity has to pany, had offered to give the second j It was said at the state department
tion to have the public excluded from human hair, said to resemble in color ing committee uncovered the evidence
"mL
report that satisfactory progress is be-- prize of the contest, the sum of fifty today that so far there appears to be
the trial of Geo.' H. Bixbj', the Long the hair of Anna Aumiller.
upon which the impeachment charges
X
X
r
j nothing in Huerta's
Ing made on the map of Santa Fe.
Beach capitalist, indicted on charges
Detectives investigating Schmidt's against Governor Sulzer were based,
dollars. (Applause.)
message to cause
careful investigation it has been
Mexico's
the X'nlted States to change its attiNew
Building.
resulting from the recent morality crii record learned this afternoon that hejto sit as members of the court of
Colonel Twitchell, one of the New tude.
practically decided that a better and
rented another apartment at 2502 peachment, will be one of the first
sade, was made today at the resumpleged to concern reserve funds
'
more accurate map can be made by Mexico exposition commissioners mak- Will Tax Immigrants,
by the Banco Kacional de Mexi- tion of his trial before Judge H. F. Eighth avenue under the name of J. questions to be raised by counsel for
done
here
is
copySanta
the
having
Eagle Pass, Texas, Sept. 17. The co as security for the issue of paper Bledsoe in the superior court. Judge Schneider. This apartment was en- the accused executive when the trial
ing arrangements for exhibit of this
Fe by experts who are entirely fa- state at San Diego, then arose and told Mexican gold dollar was today by money.
Bledsoe did not believe such a ruling gaged on .Se.pt, 5, three days after the begins tomorrow. These senators are-miliar with the topography. When of the work of his commission and an- - decree made the'basis of financial
By another decree today a tax of $1 could be legally made. The defendant, murder of. the Aumiller girl. In its James J. Frawley of New York;
finished this copy will be sent to the
the police found clothing be-- uel J. Ramsperger of Buffalo, Felix J.
that a definite plan had been erations in constitutionalist territory, American was levied against all per- he. said, was entitled by law to a pubmap makers who will make the plates determined upon. Amidst prolonged j The decree issued at Piedras Negras sons whatever nationality crossing the lic hearing and could not legally waive longing to the priest and some womand print the maps. This treatment
(resulted from confidential advices al international bridge here.
(Continued on page five).
that right.
(Continued on page seven).
an's wearing .apparel.
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AGE TWO

the ISth division of the third ward
"On the day the police were canvassing the ISth division," Mrs. Baten
said, "Cuff called at my house and
handed me a paper on which was written four names.
"He told me to give it to the policeman when he called for the names
of voters from my house. 1 refused
to aid him in the scheme. When one
of the policemen called I told him ot
Cuff's demand.
"Cuff got mad and called me vile
names and threatened to 'get me.' Several times I was insulted by followers

MIMBERS UALLEV
RAID ON PUBLIC LANDS

ft CORN PRODUCER

True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
WINTER GROCERY GO,

ATTEMPTED

Iteming, N. M., Sept. 17 The mammoth growth of corn in the Mimbres
valley this year proves beyond the
SENATOR AND CONGRESSMAN
COLORADO
per adventure of a doubt that this Is
MOVEMENTDISCLO- a very superior corn producing region.
OF
HEAD
AT
Sample stalks are on exhibition at the
SURE WAS MADE THROUGH A LETTER chamber of commerce showing from
two to four well developed ears, and
-S- ECRETARY LANE SILENT
the stalks from ten to twelve feet in
height, and very strong in fiber with
(By Gilson Gardner.)
a splendid growth of foliage. In fact, of Cuff.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 17 The there hasn't been a field of corn plant"While sitting on the front steps
most recent attempted raid on the ed in the valley thiB year that hasn't of
my home last Saturday night, with
hie success. Prof. Alex. Mc my
public lands and the conservation
daughter, Grace, I was
agri-Repreis
by
best
one
of
engineered
the
posted
being
policy
Pherson,
fi t upon by two thugs. They struck
sentative Edward T. Taylor, of Colo- cultural experts in the United StateB, me and scratched my face, tore off my
rado, in the house, and Senator recently superintendent of the Beren-d- waist and otherwise maltreated me.
Charles 8. Thomas, of Colorado, in
farms at Roswell, and now consult"My daughter ran for assistance,
the senate.
ing agriculturist and horticulturist of but by the time the police arrived the
seal
This time the Interests opposed to the Pacific coast country set the
men had run away."
conservation have succeeded in enlist- of his approval on the growth of corn '
states that
ing the unwitting aid of the American in the Mimbres valley, and
cer-- ; WEDDED TO AVOID
Civic association, Mr. Amos Mills, and the crop this year gives absolute
a large number of organizations inter- taintv of establishing the Mimbres
HER STEPMOTHER
ested in national parks, game pre valley among the great corn producHe
the
of
lays
sections
movements.
country.
ing
Hprvps and
St. Louis, Sept. 17. 'Mrs. Leslie L.
The thing has come to the surface) down a few rules for the improvement
Hiifklew,
daughter of Robert 1 Lewis,
found
by experithrough a letter addressed by Acting of the crop that he
He sug- nfllionaire tobacco magnate, who has
Secretary of Agriculture B. T. Gal- menting on his Idaho farm.
bu- 'I her husband for divorce, declared
imloway to Scott Ferris, chairman of the gests that farmers may greatly
the thai she had married without love to
corn
their
of
observing
the
by
house,
crop
committee
prove
lands
public
with her
was referred following rules: First when an ear escape misery in a mansion
to which committee
stepmother, but has found that she and
sun
a
to
was
attacn
Its
first
it
show
when
H.
R.
bill
1634,
begins
Taylor'B
her husband are not congenial.
introduced during the present ses- - yellow string to tbe ear, select this for
corn
Bucklew, on learning of his wife's
the
earliest
possible
7.
The
producing
sion on April
Tie a red divorce petition, called on her and
bill (which, by the way, has appeared ot the variety. Second
in vain for a reconcilation,
h pleaded
in ail the recent sessions in cuiibihw; su ing w uio cmo nutc - v
lo provide for her with eve,.y
nvnnnfip.R the very proper and appar-- pear on the opposite side of a stalk, promising
the Never select seed from ears growing comfort ad not force her to do her
nian nf "creatine
work, as she says she did on ac- ii,nt,iin vntinnnl Park." A on the same side of a stalk, as one of own
:ouut of his failure to provide her with
will
not
Inferior.
be
ears
By
the
does
bill
pursuing
of
the
cursory perusal
disclose any sinister purpose. Conse-- ; this method Prof. McPherson raised servants.
Mrs. Bucklew told a reporter she
in five
quently it has been easy to enlist the the standard of this corn crop was 9S never has loved her husband.
his
so
in
that
interested
production
years
support of organizations
"I would rather take my meals In
bushels, 70 lbs. to the bushel to the
enlarging the people's playgrounds
acre. By feeding this to hogs which one room and eat them peaceably
the national parks.
aressea
8
to dine in a mansion, with the
But Galloway's letter po'.nts out the hf sold at cents per pouua cwt. The than
service o fa coterie of servants under
weight, he received $1.56 per
is
bill
the
that
fact
very significant
market now at live weight will net ihe conditions existing when I was at
full of jokers detrimental to tlie puDiic
twice that amount. It will heme before my' marriage," she said,
almost
this
proposed
that
shows
interest, lie
seen that with careful selec-thus
be
of
kind
most
a
unique
park would be
tion of the seed of corn that the pres- - 3et rid of the torment of rneumatism
would
it
within
ipaik. For instance,
ent mammoth yield can be materiallv
Tnat you can j0 By ridding yourself
be towns, and camps, mining settle3?
the cause, Weak and inactive
jr
ments aud industrial communities. improved. Prof. McPherson, whose
In agricultural !lieya allow uric acid poisons to remain
of experience
Under the bill, It would be lawful to
lines in all the recla- in the blood and rheumatic pains,
locate mining claims and work mines. and horticultural
states of the union, has made swollen and aching joints follow. Take
But one of the most extraordinary sec- mation
these simple rules that can be follow- Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of the
tions of the bill reads as follows:
success.
pain and torment. They will positive"Until said park shall be fenced, it ed by any person with
rule that will Bring per- ly and permanently build up the kidAnoher
to
for
cattle
unlawful
not
be
shall
manent prosperity to any region in neys, restore their normal action and
stray thereon and no penalty shall the
McPherson keep the uric acid crystals out of the
Prof.
southwest
and
attach for cattle straying upon
ood and body. Try them. The Capi
epitomizes as follows: If the Mimthus grazing within said park."
wants to wear diamonds tal Pharmacy.
That this amounts to "an invitation bres farmers
to stock growers in that vicinity to he must go Into partnership with the
Work for the New Mexican. It It
cow. He Is very much pleased
trespass upon the area," set aside for dairy
for you, for Santa Fe and
a public playground ia the, opinion of with the large number of silos that ari working
erected In the Demiug country, the new state.
being
as
expressGalloway,
Secretary
Acting
ed in Mb letter to the committee. "I as his large, experience along that line
to him that success always folwould favor a park in the Est.es Par's proves
Climate Failed;
silo.
lows
the
he
the
in
letter, "pro
region," says
sucA.
Is
fine
R.
a
Fowler
Thfn
real
made
a
making
park."
vided It be
Medicine Effective
he goes on to point out why this cess this year of raising sugar beets.
It has been obsolutely shown that rest,
to
E.
the
J.
Dieudonne
fresh
air and good food do help many
brought
"park" would not be a park. Under
suffering from Tuberculosis, But
commerce
generous persons
this stock grazing provision of tl.o bill, chamber of
It must he admitted that the disease Is
a stock grower could permit his cattle samples of standard and dwarf broom seldom more thun "arrested." Something
more is needed.
to stray upon the "park" and graze nt corn grown on his farm south of the
Eckman's Alterative Is a medicine made
will without cost to him and without city. Prof. McPherson examined the for the treatment of Tuberculosis. It 1ms
this disease again and again.
conquered
the liability of any penalty wlutso-eve- product and pronounced It absolutely Often these benefits have
been effected
Stock at present grazed upon first class, and gave it as his opinion where the surroundings were not ideal-- yet
recoveries resulted. Now we argue
could
the
that
be
with
a
forest
a
grown
crop
within
lands
pay
that Eckman's Alterative should he used
public
In every case of Tuberculosis, In addition
nominal price which goes into the great profit here. Mr. Dieudonne gave to
good, nomlshing food and fresh aft,
two
the
from
The
a
crop
TayIrrigations
wlili-only
we nil need.
A remarkable case
treasury as public receipt.
to
follows:
20th
June
the
the
time
of
lands
Weldon, III.
planting
lor bill would mean free grazing
"Gentlemen Through Eckman's Alteraof
Mr.
time
Lee
Lester
0.
Or
maturity.
for rich stock growers to use.
tive I have been saved from a premature
On December 14, 1904, I was tnken
dinariiy a national park is not free has been making investigation on iw grave.
with
Pneumonia. My lungs beprofitable growing of broom corn, and came Typhoid
very much affected; my sputum
grazing land.
was examined and Tuberculosis Bacilli
What is probably the worst fp't' i'L has idpdcpd hlmsplf tn erect a
were found.
On February 21, 1805, I was
of the bill, however, is the old dutluo factory at Darning providing the farm-- I advised to go to Kort Worth, Texas.
there an abscess in my right lung
known as the "lieu land selection ers in the vicinity will sign up 200 While
broke and discharged. I
worse, and
privilege. The bill gives to any per-- acres or more for the ensuing year, became very much emaciated.
My physiinformed me that I must go to
son or corporation now holding land He has already engaged a broom ex- - cian
Colorado as quickly as possible. I left
within the boundaries of the proposed pert who is anxious that the project Texas, June 21 and arrived in Canon
.Tune 3 very feeble.
After being
park the right to relinquish sucl. land be started during the coming season. City.
there two weeks, my physician informed
to the United States and to select "in With the present price of broom corn nte that my case was hopeless. Three
later I returned home, weighing
lieu thereof" other land elsewhere ranging around $180 per ton and the weeks
103 pounds, the doctor haviug given me
there alive.
within the public domain of the Unit- mammoth yield that can be produced no assurance of
I began taking
"On .Tuly 14. 1!K)5,
ed States. It was under 'his objec- here, and has been produced here this Eckmnn's
wonderful remedy for Contionable practice that great railroads year, the broom corn industry could sumption. Today I weigh lfi8 pounds. I
um stout and well and can do any kind
and lumbering companies "bunkoed" be made large and profitable.
have
of work about my grain elevator.
W. H. Rue has sold his city propnot an ache nor palu In my lungs, eat
the government out of vast tracts of
never felt better."
and
well,
well,
sleep
valuable lands, exchanging worthless el ty and has commenced the developARTHUR WEBB.
(Sworn affidavit)
Eckman's Alterative Is effective In Bron(lands for them. Secretary Galloway ment of a ten acre tract Immediately chitis,
Asthma,
Hay Fever; Throat anO
east of the city which he will cultiIn upbuilding tbe
jsays of this provision: "It would re-- i
l.uug Troubles, end
Does not contain poisons, opiates
store the lieu land system under vate intensively as soon as he can system.
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
his
the
well
which some of the grossest frauds complete
pumping plant,
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckmnn
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evicharged against the public land laws for which is already for the pump.
dence. For sale by all lending druggist!
were committed." In other words, any
person owning land within this pro EYE BLACKED ON
posed park could pass back to the government any land which he might
ACCOUNT
own within the park limits, and select
the best piece he could find in exAnn Arbor, Mich,, Sept. 17. An archange for it on the remaining public gument between James Curry an indomain.
mate of the county bouse, and Frank
The Taylor bill now that it has Johnson who waits table there, over
1
in
a
the senate may have
support
the quantity and quality o fan Irish
chance for passage. Much will depend stew, an dthe proper amount of gravy
upon the report from the interior de- to be served to each person at dinner
partment on the bill, and Secretary .resulted inC urry's folding himself
R'Y
&
Lane has not yet indicated his atti- in jail with a black eye, a gash in A.
tude. If he should endorse the bill in his head which required eight stitches,
TIME TABLE
its present form, President Wilson and cuts and bruises all over his
would have to face the proposition of body.
To Effective January 1st, 1913.
deciding between two of his cabinet
The trouble is that Johnson was big
advisers, the agricultural department enough to back up his contention that
Leave 6anta Fe 8:10 a. m. to conbeing on record against it.
Curry had all the gravy and all the
nect with No. 3 westbound and
Irsh stew that was coming to him, and
No. 10 eactbound.
arto
didn't
know
when
COW WAS RABID
Curry
stop
arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Returning,
guing.

40.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

AM? RETA.

1

WOOd

L

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. RaUroad Depot

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'Tbe WestPoiot of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.
Located Id the beautiful Peoo
Valley,!,700feetabove aealevel.
usshine ever; day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In ever; respect.

Is

Begems

:

A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
j. p. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary,
W. A. F1NLAY,
For partloutars and Illustrated cata-oguaddress,
B.

t

COL.

MS. W. W1LLS0N, Supt.

i

Taylor-Thoma-

s

Don't Be Trifled With
Ask for

S. S. S.
"lust

and Don'f Sfand for ihe
as Good" Talk.

When a man hns the short change
game worked on htm, he makes a noise
that brings the Tollce, and yet that Bame
man may walk into a store and hnve the
"Just as good" game worked on him and

O.

FARE

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

1

i;l

ia.u

-

;

IlightI
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most ImpoThe grandfather would
rtant part.
the radiance ol the modat
amazed
be
ern home and why all thla light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
tor father, mother and children. Oood light
b
that is easy on the eyes is very much to
desired.

IN

s

POWER
IS QUITE SO

as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
the
your
fray,
um cleaner ready
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity will
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
full Inforday and night' Estimates and
mation cheeerfully given.

s 13.1
ACCOUNT OF

COLORADO-NE-

MEXICO

W

FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
Date of Sale, Sept.

21

to 25, '13, inclusive.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
St, Santa Fe,

:

!

T

j

N. M.

IT WILL BE A GREAT

FAIR
STATE
THAT WILL BE HELD
AT

ALBUQUERQUE

1

OCTOBER

E9
I

THE

ALWAYS

PURSES

GOOD
YOU

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

ONE

RACES

GOOD

WILL BE

FAIR THAT

BIG

MAKES

GOOD !

PREMIUMS

A

EXHIBITS

GOOD

SP0RTs
CROWDS

WELCOME VISITOR

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP,

Write for a Premium List to
FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER, :

:

ALBUQUERQUE,

1

nw

NEW

MEXICO.

S1IMMFRTDUR1ST FARES

j

9

T.,

Kit.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Tn RASTPPN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.

SOUP'S

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

244 San Francisco

NOTHING

i

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

There Is not a medicine for any purpose more carefully made than S S. S. It
represents the highest type of medicine.
Its medical properties are just as essen.
tlal to well balanced health, If the blood
be sick, as are the nourishing elements of
meats, grains, fats and sugars of our dally
S. S. 8. ia prepared direct from
food.
native botanical material. Not a drop of
drugs ia added. Not a drop of minerals
is used. This Is one of the most important things to know and to remember
when your blood needs- - attention.
the
It is the most effective, the purest,
reliable medicine
quickest and most blood,
rheumatism
for
known
poisoned
catarrhal infection, maluria, skin disease,
old sores and all afflictions that show ia
the blood, skin, joints and muscles.
An interesting book on the blood la
mailed to those who write. Get a bottlo
of S. S. S. today. It is the world's greatest medicine.
Insist upon the dealer
let him
handing you 8. S. S. and don't can't
adorate about something that he
and
of
iodide
from
as
free
potash
vertise
other destructive mineral drugs.
If you have trouble getting S. S. S.
write to The Swift Specific Co., 206 Swift
Bidg, Atlanta, Co., for list of. square deal

When You Ask for S. S. S. Do So
With Emphasis. They Will
Understand.
The
tamely submit. Why standwillfor It? subonly reason why any store S. S.tryS. tpIs the
stitute something else for
lust for greater profit. S. S. S. Is the stores.
greatest blood purifier known.

r.

lenver&Rio Grande

17, 1913

.lake Demand Forciblo

j

I

SEPTEMBER

AND SCARES TWO

When the officers got out to the county house they found that the manage17.
Andrew ment there had had to put both comHay City, Mich., Sept.
Wiess, was excused from Bervice in batants in irons, till the sheriff's force
the grand jury, when word was receiv got out there.
ed from Ann Arbor that a cow belong-'into WieRS. which died last week had
BEATEN BV MEN
rabies.
Weiss and his wife left at noon for
SHE HAD BALKED
Ann Arbor to take the Pasteur treat
ment. They had treated the cow, and
Phladelphia, Sept. 17. Because, she
although not bitten had their hands
in the animal's mouth, administering declares, she would not assist John
Cuff, city placeholder and organization
medicines.
The veterinary who attended the politician, in a scheme to further fraud
registration, , Mrs. Henrietta
cow was suspicious and sent tbe brain ulent
to the university
for examination. Baten, a negress, was set upon
by followers of Cuff and badly beaten.
Weiss is a prominent farmer.
Cuff, it is charged, even went so far
Want Ads always as to hand over his blackjack to the
New Mexican
It is expected
woman's attackers.
brine results. Try it.
that the Committee of Seventy will
swear out a warrant for the arrest ol
Cuff within a few days. Charges oi
CHICHESTER BKAND. . nclitical
activity have been made
IMII Aak jaar BranlM fcr i
against him to Director of Public
1'IIU la Kt4 ud UM ncuUkV
Works Cooke.
bom, scaled with Blaa Ribboa. 1
aoer. Mar trnw
Cuff is superintendent of Wlccacoe
Mkt
i.k
!ra
Awcinjiinijm
DIAMOND itltAND
FILLS, forINIMl Park. Fourth and Catherine
streets,
HMgelrm
St
Is
ft
iat
A- Is tkg organization bandy man In
Sffl p "V rftUjftlcTg pirnYifMfjjtt
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West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
i u r.msoN. T.. F. & P. Aat.. N. M. C. R.R., SANTA FE,
LL fASU, l tuA.
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E.
P--

m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and iPecoe Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:05 p.
No. 3

"

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbeund carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
and the Best
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention
Guaranteed.
of Satisfaction
Telephone 9 W

104 DON OASPER ST.

Returning, arrive Santa Fs 1:36 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive 8anta Fe 11:30
a. m.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
C111M17DAI

Call "Central" forTrain

Reports.

license Numbers,

M-4-

niRRCTORS
Day or

Nifht Phone,

Neat Poor to Postoffice.

130 Main.

(

o
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BEAUTIFUL

SEPTEMBER

PAGE

PERSONALITIES
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NIGHT IN BITTER COLD

ALL

IS NOW BECOMING

Special Correspondent'.
-Spencer. Me., Sept. Hi. Josep;i
BEEN
TO
RAISEO
HAVE
FUNDS
Knowles. the ".Modern Adam" win it.
CURE
THE
AMUSING 'living a primitive life in the .Maine
RESULTSAN
woods to prove that a civilized man
SIDE
'
is as capable as a savan is not finding the forest a gi'nu.ne Ou'deti of
Washington, J). ('.. Sept. J 7. The Eden.
Knowles passed a night foundering-bipartisanship of the interests is coming more ami more into light now that nearly naked, through a dangerous
the Democrats are in control of con-- ; swamp, emerging n";! morning so'
giess and the administration. For chilled and exhausted that It took days
years the big special interests have ' to recover his strengi'i.
devoted their attractive and profitable
The artist was driven into this ad-persuasion to the Republicans, but now venture by chagrin at being seen by
(that the Republicans have lost out, another man and fear that he would
the Invisible government is busily at yield under the stress of loneliness to
work trying to secure ellicient agents: seek human companionship.
among the Democrats. The invisible! When he approached a spring for a
government has no convictions in pol- - drink of water one day, a man ap-- j
l
iitics, and no principle except
peared and called him by name,
forest. It is perfectly willing and ' Knowles remained silent, then walked
ready to operate with either side, so; rapidly away, determined to fulfill his,
jlong as it gets ellicient agents to do pledge of two months' solitude.
Toward evening he found himself in
its work.
Recent news from Colorado shows a swamp. Darkness overlook him. Hej
the method of operation. Some of the chose the dryest place he could find
decided to spend the night there,
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 17. Edwin big corporations of that state are
M. Capp took the job bossing this satisfied
with Senator Thomas be- but everything was so wet from recent
city's $1,000,0110 harbor improvement cause of his attitude on the tariff bill rains that he could not start a fire.
The temperature was almost at the
project rather than be elected mayor. ;and are already laying plans to defeat
a place he had once held.
ihim for renominatioii in the Deinocrat- - freezing point. Me gave up ami startof the
"Of the two,'' he said, "the new har- - 'i primaries next year. The corpora-bo- r ed again to pick his way out
logs and un-morass,
tangled
through
in
view
whom
man
a
have
Is
''ens
the
they
and
project
bigger job,
will back against Senator Thomas, and derbrush.
want to see that It Is done right."
llis pack hampered him so that be
,llis liBnl is determined every
",lt"
Capp began his career as an en- went on,
de- - finally hung it In a tree and
wi
the
fort
concentrated
upon
17 vmi, nlrt u
when be
a trail" by breaking limbs
"spotting
of
Thomas.
ifrat
has given much of his time and energy
There is an amusing side to this, so and underbrush. The footing became
to San Diego, having mapped out the
from
the
as the Progressives are concerned. worse. His body, naked
far
city'B present water system.
waist, up, was scratched and bruised.
efforts
the
which
standpat
cold and constantly
When the reclamation work on tha jThe
so vigor- He shivered with
have been
or
sank
over
harbor came up, some suggested the ously in certain statesmaking
fell
deep in ooze,
logs
to bring about
In crossing a "dead stream" he
dredging be done by outside contrac- !ari amalgamation between the Pro-tors, but Capp, who was then mayor, igressives and Republicans have been slipped into the clinging mud and it
He Shivered With Cold and Sank Deep In the Ooze.
put his official foot down and said, based all along avowedly uot on any took all his strength to pull himself
suction.
the
from
up
free
"No!" And only because of his deterFollowing
of principle but upon the
them
found himself on the he killed, sticking them Into the quills
mined stand has the work been donl questionconfessed
desire to secure the stream, he
openly
fast with hot spruce gum.
a floating bog, to ground.
of
surface
unsteady
by the city.
enough votes to win back the offices
For his canvas he has made crude
Hit latest piece of hunting equipwhich would mean
break
through which the special Interests death. through
paper by mashing wood to a pulp with ment Is a bow and arrow. He mads
land the invisible government could
He crept back into the thicket In rough stones, spreading it on birch the bow by dressing down a piece of
WORK STARTED
'again dominate the ostensible goveru-jmenthe midst of the big swamp and hud- bark and rolling it smooth with a iron wood with his stone ax and rubON OIL WELL OF
nineteen
Elizabeth, who will b
wet and frozen, till morn- stick then letting the layers dry in bing it smooth with sand, and strung
In order to secure this
the in- dled there, he followed the
Then
"spots" (he sun. He has made brushes of the if with hear sinews. His arrows are
September 29, Is said to be the most
JUAN CO- - visible government has result,
SAN
been cheer-- j ing.
beautiful nrincess in all Kiirnne. She
back to his pack and sought high stiff hairs from the nose of the bear tipped with bits of sharp stone.
in
funds
states
several
up
fully
putting
,B kjn ,o almos, pvery roya, tamUy
Farmington, X. If,, Sept. 17 A well to promote amalgamation. It started
in Europe, too.
out
on
that tack in Colorado. Its ef-- j
blaze of glory. Its lirsr appearance plainly printed on the bottle. Beware
has been sunk for water and the oil
CLOTH
There Is nothing unusually remarkforts met with such resistance, how- - THE
was at the Palace hotel, lis color of counterfeits sold here. Get the gennow
well
is
drilled
for
the
San
being
able about being beautiful, some one
It
now
concluded
has
that
ever, that
IS HERE AT LAST 'was purple. Clients, waiters and
uine, made by "California Fig Syrup
Juan Basin Oil company. There is an the scheme of
of
?
beating Thomas and
ware transfixed by the lurid Company." Refuse any other kind
,Therf
without titles right in America who aboundance of water available, and a electing its own man to the Semite of- of the gown, as the wearer with contempt.
Philadelphia, Penn.. Sept
may easily lay claim to beauty, too, coal mine is to be opened up within a ifers a slightly better chance of sucstrolled nonchalantly into the tea room
Is in store for wearers of
joy
loveof
In
the
case
the
few yards of the boiler, which will cess. Therefore, it has withdrawn its
Surely. But
.lust exactly the thing they Of thu hotel The tea room is now a
$100 Reward, $100.
financial support from the amalgama gowns.
ly Princess Elizabeth there are brains insure a ready supply of fuel,
been
have
looking for has arrived at (popular lounging place.
tion propaganda, and the information
and talent to be considered, too.
The readers of this paper will be
k at
moment.
0n,v one fihiff ifl
The perthe
psychological
j pleased to learn
that there is at least
Besides being pretty, she can sew but as soon as enough subscriptions from Colorado is that no further ef- feet
cloth is here. It bus cornel IF CHILD IS CROSS,
one dreaded disease that science has
bit-i- .
well, cook, bake, ride, play golf, write come in a crew will be kept busy day forts will be made along that line, at more than 10,000 miles to be on the job
and
feverish
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
and night until either oil Is struck or least until the result of the Democratic when it is most wanted. All the way
stories and even run a typewriter.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure w
It is more than likely that she is a depth of three thousand feet is primary is known. In case Senator from the Philippines it has traveled
If Tongue Is Coated
Mother!
00k
the only positive cure now known to
the only princess in all Europe who (touched. Supt. J. O. Noggle is in Thomas is renominated, a ?s,''lous re- to the commercial businessTlihlSpol
Bowels With "Call- Little
Cleanse
newal of the amalgamation cry may be
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
has this accomplishment,
charge
to the commercial museums, and one
fornia Syrup of Figs."
a constitutional disease, requires a
expected.
of the department stores has some of
Hall's
treatment.
constitutional
it on exhibition.
Children love this "fruit laxative," Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actof
silk
and
Made
natives
KICKS
by
PET HORSE
notnns eise cieaBPS (he tender ing directly upon the blood and mu
fiber that is moro diaphonous loulach ,ive and bowels so nicely,
cous surfaces of the system, there
A HORSEWOMAN apple
transmore
of
the
thinnest
voile,
than
A rhnd BlrnpIy wl1 n(lt Btop pinying by destroying the foundation of the
meof
the
flimsiest
than
crepe
parent
and the result 8i disease,
t(J fimpty tie j,owes
and giving the patient
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 17. Miss teor. It can be doubled several times they become tightly clogged with strength by building up the constitu
X Amy
lavIn
be.
one
transparent.
Dupont, noted horsewoman, and still
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach tion and assisting nature in doing ita
daughter of Eugene DuPont (former) ed it has no more thickness than a cob- sours, then your little one becomes work. The proprietros have so mucil
to
Comweb. Some daring dame is going
President of the Dupont Powder
feverish, don't eat, faith In its curative powers that they
X pany, has been unable to ride her own have a dress made of it and then the cross,
or act naturally, breath is bad, offer One Hundred Dollars for any
sleep
horses at the Delaware County Fair,
gown sensation will be com system full of cold, has sore throat, case that it fails to cure. Send for list
at which she usually has been leading plete.
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen, of testimonials.
prize winner, because her pet horse
They call it pina cloth, and It Is as Mother! See if tongue Is coated, then
Address F. J. CHEN'EY & CO., Tokicked he ron the firBt day of the show soft and crumply as any silk made in
give a teaspoonful of "California ledo. Ohio.
and broke one of her ribs.
is
Is
but
in
or
France,
tougher Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
Tapan
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Miss DuPont was in the stable per- - than any of these fabrics Is as strong the
constipated waste, sour bile, and
Take Hall's Family Pills for
scuailly overseeing the saddling of the an steel. The Filipinos make it in undigested food passes out of the syshorse when he let fly. She was knock- colors, in stripes and in all sorts of tem, and you have a well,
playful
led unconscious and was rushed to the
designs, and have been wearing it for child again.
DuPont home.
The healing demulcent qualities of
Millions of mothers give "California
years. Whether or not any American
While her absence caused surprise woman will have enough nerve to don
of Figs" because it is perfectly Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
Syrup
it
reason
land much comment, the
for
a costume made of it remains to be harmless; children
love it, and It not duplicated in any other medicine
Idid not become known until she drove discovered.
coughs and colds. Any substitute
never fails to act on the stomach, liver
lover to the show in her automobile and
offered you is an Inferior article. Re- imd bowels
e
told of the accident. Se said she will
Ask your druggist for a 50 cent hot- - fuse ,0 accept it for it can not pro-tiTRANSPARENT GOWN MAKES
be able to ride again in about six
,he healing and soothing effect
of "California
of Figs," du
DEBUT IN 'FRICO
Syrup
weeks.
San Francbco, Cal., Sept 17. The vhich has full directions for babies.!0' Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
Infist "Pon the Equine, which contransparent gown got by here in a children of all ages and for grown-uptains no opiates. The Capital Phai- SHOWS
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This novel picture shows the princei
and his sister, Princess Elizabeth, oldPrincess of Roumania, in peasant
est children of the Crown Prince and
clothes!
Though they have blue blood In
their veins, titles affixed to their
names, neaps oi serving people 10 wan
upon them and a palace to live in, they
like to dreBs up as poor children occasionally!
Both young people love the outdoors and have been, taught to do
mnnv linpfnl ttiintra as uroll 9a frrt
grace the position to which they are

j

-

torn.
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The 33rd Annual
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half-Bick-
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NewMexico State Fair

-

fr

ALBUQUERQUE
October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,

j

s

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

1913.

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery. Wagons, Au- to mo biles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Displays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

t
t
X

Write for Premium List to

Frank

A.

Stortz,

ALBUQUERQUE,

J. H. McHughes, Cerrillos.
.1. P. Madole,
Estancia.
Geo. Freiiinger, Estancia.
M. H. Guterrii!, Estancia.
W. C. Davis, Chicago,
Chas. Johnson, Estancia.
Al. Lingfleld, Santa Fe.
F. Olsen, Ias Vegas.
Lee Parker, Denver.
Montezuma.
H. D. Hosklns, Trinidad, Colo.
S. T. Clark, Deming.
Albert Clancy, city.
Frank Lavan, city.
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
John L. Taylor, Cuervo.
F. .1. Holmes, Los Angeles.
P. J. Koke, Providence.
F. C. Souden, Los Angeles.

WOMEN

x

all.3

Colo.

Chas. P. Cote, St. Louis.
Edgar L. Street, New York.

ball Every Day, Automobile and Motorcycle Races, Carnival and Confetti Entertainment for

SCAVM

La Salle.
R. U Hubbard, Alamosa,
S. M. Layeleve, Denver.
G, W. Branum, Denver.

FROM
ATLANTIC
TO
PACIFIC.
all sections of this great
I
country, no city so large, no village
so small but that some woman has
written words of thanks for health
restored to the I.ydln E. Plnkham
Medicine Co., of Lynn, Mass.
Any
woman who is suffering from the ills
to
her Bex, should not rest
peculiar
until she has given this famous remeE.
Pinkham's
dy, Lydia
Vegetable
Compound a trial.

The Man Who Put the

E E a In F E E T
took for This
PicTrade-Mar- k

ture on the Label wheu buying

Mgr.,

NEW MEXICO.

ALIEN S

F00TEAS

The Antiseptic Powder for Ten-deAching Feet. Sold every.
wnere, 'C. samp e FKRR Aridrr
ALLEN S. OLMSTED, te Hoy. N. V. "

x

For quick results.
little WANT."

.

:
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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FAGE FOUR

news
SOME RIVALS IN THE WORLD'S
BROWN,

MOST

DEPENDABLE OF CONNIE
McGRAW'S

MACK'S YOUNG PITCHERS, MAY
GIANT SPIT BALL PITCHER.

WEDNESDAY,

Shuler. In the matter of the agricultural, live stock, an dirrigation interests of the state, it was resolved to
ask the president of the State College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts to
assist the board in the matter of
making an exhibit, all of which was
placed in the hands of Mr. Reed.
In the matter of applications for
employment, it was ordered that all
such applications be Hied with the
board to be acted upon at the time
when services other than those of
members of the board were necessary.
Moving Pictures.
The chairman was instructed to
make careful inquiry as to cost of a
motion picture camera and equipment
for the use of the board, same to be
191 4
It
SANTA purchased after January 1,

(liy WILMAM

A "BEAUTY"
PLANS BY RAPP AND RAPP OF
HAVE

ACCEPTED

BEEN

Where Damon Robbin woos Amaryllis,
Who seeks her courting in the meadow-sweeReckless that on a nearby hedgerow his
Mate, Cyanara, scolds with angry tweet!
So still it is, a passing dragon-flWhirrs like an aeroplane that goes on wings of fire by,
t.

y

.?.'-- '

'

.;

.v

Startling a glade within whose quiet grove
yielding Joy,'
Sport satyr to the
Or 'hap It was but some unfettered dove
I often think this wisdom that we cry
Is not one whit so wise as those who knew
To garland old Silenus from whose drouth Creation grew,

BY

wood-nymph-

till Day fades Into long Twilight,
Till slinking Dusk Night's fluttering pinions ope,
Wherein, scarce prick'd in tiny points of white,
Rare as the broidery on a Cardinal's cope,
The little stars take symbol different
From those heraldic gems wherewith New Mexico skies are rent.
Cooing

"1,mit,ed by the arm of Rapp & Rapp.
of Santa Fe, were adopted.
I
pon motion of Mr. Clark, it was
. Mered
that a folder he designed and

A BIG FEATURE

CALDWELL.)

Eastern land presents no unkind mote:
The wheat rolls out in great waves o'er the lea
To fret against the golden shoals of oat
Where piles its green like lazy kelp at sea
The cluster'd grape; and where the klne regale
With dripping jaws, the milky grass carpets the gentle vale.

c( a competent man for field work fn
the operation of the motion picture
MANAGERS
IN CHARGE OF NEW c un era.
Pursuant to advertisement made by
AT SAN DIEGO
EXHIBIT
MEXICO'S
lie board requesting .the submission
r f
plans and specifications for a build-I'liat the exposition, a number of
MOVING PICTURES
i lans were submitted,
and after tho
FE,

MACKAY

Tlifi

1915 EXPOSITION

OPPOSE JEFF TESREAU,

1913

FROM EAST TO WEST

STATE BUILDING AT

SERIES

SEPTEMBER 17,

The plans for New Mexico's state
building at the San Diego exposition printed, showing the plans and speci
Which, bursting like alive carneliian,
have been made by Rapp & Rapp, fications for the New Mexico buildBlazen majestic Nocturne's regal shield,
same
that
and
be distributed
the
ing,
Santa Fe architects, and have been
Shot 'cross its base wfth bars amberian
ac-state
the
the
throughout
by
board,
To mesas piled in cobalt on its field,
accepted by the board of exposition
eompanied by such other advertise- managers.
Hung on Night's destrier, 'round whose sable throat
literature
as
commerthe
various
ing
Those who have seen the plans pro
The
its housings clasps like giant peridot.
lu cial bodies throughout the state cared
nounce the building a "beauty,
use
ror
io
purposes.
puDiicny
thorough harmony with the style of
And all around hang silent cities sheer
Under instructions from the board
I'rchitectire dear to Santa Fe and to of
Frdm cliffs about to topple on the World,
directors of the New Mexico Mu-- :
tho Sunshine State.
in chasms where scarce eye can peer,
Carven
Dr.
L.
Hewett
Edgar
appeared
for New seuni,
Elaborate preparations
Wherefrom in birth were Desert Titan whirl'd
before the board and announced that
Mexico's exhibit now are under way.
Up from the eyeless chaos of their womb
his own services and those of the staff
This was ascertained
following
Into the Lizard's Courts, an epoch of Man's eyeless doom.
of the Museum and School of Archof
the
meeting
exposition managers;
were at the disposal of the
aeology
fol
The
afternoon.
held yesterday
And over all an awful silence lies.board of managers without cost to the
.'
lowing is tho official report of thai
Such as dead lips alone make eloquent,
Dr. Hewett, on the part of the
meeting:
"As from these time-los- t
State
sepulchers arise
use
also
tendered
Museum,
the
Pursuant to call made by the chair if the
of Kings that were, and now are lent
of negatives be- collection
Specters
large
man, the board of exposition managers
In mummied mockery of pomp to us,
:
.
to the State Museum.
met at Santa Fe in the office of th longing
Useless in symbol as cartouch e on raped sarcophagus.
Dr. Hewett outlined at length the
chairman, September Iti, litis, there purposes and scope of the
exposition
being present Messrs. S. T. Clark, Guy management, and the board tendered
Carrol Brown, the sterling young
A. Reed and the chairman, R. K. .'aim
its thanks for the information
pitcher of the Athletics, and Jeff
Twitchell; Messrs. J. J. Shuler and gained thereby.
THE
U.
not
l
Manuel
will
the Giants'
present.
being
Vigil
pitcher,
Upon motion, it was resolved that
Iteport was made by the chairman Messrs. Clark, Reed and Vigil were
probably face each other in the world's
in which it appeared that all orders authorized to visit San
HAS SOLVED THE
PROBLEM
THE WRIGHTS
series.
Diego at the AN ENGLISHMAN
f
made by the board at its meeting held earliest
DIDN'T
ENGLAND TURNED IT DOWN, BUT IS NOW SORE BEpossible day for the purpose
- ' There isn't much chance for comin Santa Fe on August 14, 1913, h.ul of
conference with the exposition offCAUSE FRANCE GOT IT.
been carried out.
parison between them, although Brown
icials, and the letting of contracts ni
was
Mr.
Clark, it
Upon motion by
lias won mere gamrs for thi; Athletics
San
for the construction of tho
resolved to make report to the gov- New Diego
Mexico building. The chairman
this year than Tesreau has won for
ernor of the state as to progress of tne and Dr.
Shuler having already visited
the Giants. Both are far above the
work in charge of the board.
I
I
the exposition grounds and cognizant
y hot os
utmtmnngnr
ordinary, and if Brown can stand the
The matter of inviting the
of conditions, and believing
that
tlon of the women, of the state in the
strain of a big series, he should put TWO WORLD'S SERIES
BROWN OF THE ATHLETICS
money would be saved by their not
Mexico
was
matter
of
a
exhibit
New
when
battle
stiff
called
a
up
upon.
AND TESREAU OK THE GIANTS.
accompanying the other members of
carefully discussed and considered, the board to San Diego.
and upon motion by Mr. Reed It was
resolved to invite the governor of the
S
14
Philadelphia
STAR HURLERS
state to appoint a woman's auxiliary RANCH HAND KILLED IN
DISPUTE OVER CARD GAME
the membership consisting of
ARE GETTING HIT
der; Brown, Pennock, Honck, Bush ba,rdRncli Snrinffs U'vn . Rpnt. 17 ,A riiR- least one representative from each
,at
land Lapp.
Ipute over a card game between two
county in the state.
New York, Sept. 17. The Btar hurlemployes on the Henry Navins ranch
of
different
The
visiting
question
to
ers of the old Nationals have failed
National League.
of the state was discussed, in Moffat county, Colorado, according
portions
hitNational League.
hold their own against the heavy
and as a matter of publicity it was to word brought here today, resulted
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet
ters of their circuit; in fact, over half
New York St. Louis game postpon- decided that the entire board would in the killing of Bale Herndon, on Mon92
44
of the batsmen named In this table New York
.677 ed; wet
visit all portions of the state at Its day. The alleged slayer, a negro, was
grounds.
80
51
have hit up to or better than their Philadelphia
.611
taken to Craig, Colo., today. It is al- earliest
convenience.
78
60
average against the six veteran twirl-r- f Chicago
"' Li.
game postponThe subject of plans featuring th6jIeEe(I that Herndon first sent a bullet
CO
of President Lynch's organization. Pittsburgh
fed; wet grounds. Two games tomor educational system of the state were (through Jones' hat, and the latter
The peerless Mathewson has had Brooklyn
.4.'it! row.
j&
'h a shot gun.
and upon motion the chair-P'ieo
to
extent
Ronton
the
his curves pummeled
.43(i
5s
man was instructed to invite the va- hits to 103 times at bat by Cincinnati
tliirty-BiS3
.420
(;o
Philadelphia-Pittsburggame post-- j rious boards of education and school SEPARATED FROM HER
the best hitters of the old league. Mar- St. Louis
4S
95
.338 poned; wet, grounds. Two games
in the
direelors to
HUSBAND, WOMAN SUICIDES,
American League,
quard has fared even worse. The long
morrow.
matter of an educational exhibit at!
Hub.
vyon- Lost. Pet.
southpaw who had a corner on the spot
jtlie exposition; the plan as outlined! Chicago, 111., Sept. 16. At the InS9
4S
.850
light market a few seasons ago has Philadelphia
American
being in the nature of moving pictures quest here today over the body of Mrs.
Association,
been very badly treated by Cravath, Cleveland
81
,19
.578
work of Grace Scott, of Omaha, Neb.,' who
portraying the educationa,!
79
Zimmerman, Magee and company.
59
.572
Washington
committed suicide yesterday, the jewthe entire state.
At Milwaukee- - First
Boston
71
.521!
64
A rather strange coincidence Is that
Mr. Clark was authorized to confer elry and other property of the deced0
72
69
.511 Milwaukee
the star veteran hurlers of both teams Chicago
4
0 with the representatives of the mining ent, at first reported missing, was ac60
73
.435
leading in the big leagues should make Detroit
interests of the southwestern portion counted for.
Mere and Livingstone;
Cutting,
52
90
.307 Braun and
about the same showing against the St. Louis
Mrs. Scott left a note for her husof the state In the matter of properly
Hughes.
49
8G
.363
best batsmen. It must be that they New York
..
portraying upon Arms the mining
band, Arthur H. Scott, of Omaha, from
American Association.
are using the same system dependin that portion of New Mexico. v.'hom she separated a year ago, readAt Kansas City
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. Toledo
11
4 Like portrayal upon films of the mln-ing upon the men behind.
ing:
...,5
. . .S9
Titus of Boston is the chap who has Milwaukee
61
.593 Kansas City
"I love Arthur better than my life
ing interests in other portions of the
....7 9
fattened his batting averages off the Minneapolis
...91 64 .587 Brenton, Dashner and Bashler; Al-- state was ordered, the same to be and I am willing to die rather than
cream of the old league hurlers. All Columbus .
.574 llson and Moore.
66
taken up by the chairman and Dr. J. J. live without him."
save Seaton of the Phillies has thiB Louisville .
80
.533
70
S3
73
silent man used his bat most lustily St. Paul .
.465
Kansas City
64
.41S
89
against.
62
91
.407
Magee of Philadelphia is about neck Toledo . ..
61
91
,403
and neck with the man from Boston Indianapolis
Western League.
and the way Mr. Magee has swatted
1 M
i
Ami pown.up BHTIUA
Club.
Won. Ixist. Pet.
the benders of the six crack twirlers
Rl
93
55
.628
is most refreshing to his admirers and Denver
83
66
.557
correspondingly depressing to the Bis 'Des Moines
70
80
.533
crack moundsmen and their friends. Lincoln
St- Joseph
74
74
,500
Mr "Tnlfe" rwinhert nf JiiL-)vth
77
Down By England, But Accepted by
.484
. .72
Omaha
; The New Safety Airship, Turned
leader
the
of
lists
of
the
real
batting
78
.473
. .
,.70
Topeka
is
France.
but a common pri
National League,
85
.433
,.65
vate when facing the curves of Sioux City
British war office "experts." These
.393
. .
Wichita
91
..59
Washington, D. C, Sept. 17 What the
Cheney, Marquard and Seaton. And
were convinced that a
"experts"
would you do
Fletcher, the best the champions
heavier than air machine would never
can produce, sinks to mere nothingworking out a
fly. They wouldn't even give Dunne a
ness before the elusive stuff handed
Invention, you offered it to the trial? The models and machines he
American League.
out by four experts whom he has faced
government of your country, and the had built were thrown into the scrap
forty-fou- r
Chicago at New York (2).
times and failed to Btand
should cast heap.
at
Louis
St.
Philadelphia.
to
his
government's experts
up
rating.
Then came the work of the Wright
Detroit
at
toil and
of
Washington.
took
what
years
aside
Alexander and Marquard Have been
brothers, of Farman, Bleriot, uody and
at
Boston.
Cleveland
stumbling blocks to that grand old
thought to build and dismiss you with the host of others. Dunne took heart,
National League.
batsman "Honus" Wagner. If the
None of these inventors had grasped
fME MftHCHEOEil
contempt?
at
Boston
Chicago.
A OU 0LACKTV
OPAHILLAKO
(j
question were asked of the other four
of the principle on which his machine
slurs
taunts
and
the
;
at
stung
by
Pittsburgh.
If,
Philadelphia
if Mr. Wagner was failing as a great
mawas built. His was a
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
your own people, you went to a for chine a
hitter their answer would be nay, nay;
WMH1
safety airship! It had no
New York at St. Louis.
invention
where
your
country
aB far as they could testify Mr. Wageign
long tail and no excess of complicated
American Association.
ner's eye has not dimmed nor his arm
elven a fair trial, nroved a tre parts. It was built something like
Columbus at Minneapolis.
shortened. For the great Wagner has
mendous success and was wanted by the wings of the bird. The wings
Toledo at Kansas City.
swatted the offerings of Messrs. Ruck-e'
Milwaukee (2)
at
Indianapolis
the
government of that foreign count- were so placed that the machine has
C.
cool
.500 and
and Cheney for a
been called
because the wings
Louisville at St. Paul (2).
ry-.
Mathewson and Seaton will also bear
meet at a point in front.
of
witness that "Honus" is still mighty
If, after the success and value
Dunne took his machine to Franca
dangerous with the stick.
the thing was proven beyond a doubt, and began to fly it. The French saw
Vbix of the Pirates has batted very
American League
you were accused of being a traitor, merit in it. The standard aeroplane
consistently against all the crack hurl
At New York (First game)
ar. in'grate
gradually proved its instability. When
o
era of the leagues; the saiuo can be Chicago
9
struck by a gust of wind they would
do?
What
would
you
said of Huggins and Zimmerman.
3 7 3
New York
turn over and drop. Dunne kept plugthat
circumstances
the
These
are.
Scott and Schalk; Ford, Pich and
now
,
confront J. E. Dunne, an Englishman ging away in France and has
Gossett, Reynolds.
REID MADE GOOD RECORD
and military reserve officer, who has demonstrated that his peculiar
IN GOLF TOURNEY
Is
ii vented
a
aeroplane,
At Washington (First game)
If a gust of wind struck it and turnwere
firBt
and
models
machines
whose
5 10 0
Brookline, Mass., Sept. 17. The Detroit
laughed at by the British aviation "ex- ed it at an angle, the machine right
1 2 0
play of Wilfred B. Reid proved the Washington
perts!" who was virtually kicked out ed itself quickly, because the same
Dubuc
and
Love
Gibson; Gallia,
sensation of the morning in the golf
of England; who went to France and gust of wind that caused one side to
tournament. Attended by only a hand- and Ainsmith.
convinced thoughtful French experts depart from the straight line would
ful of followers, Reld covered the 18
of
the value of his machine, and who hit the other side and cause it to deAt Washington Second game
holes in 72 strokes, through marvelous
is
now
being called all Borts of names part from the straight line in the same
1
4 11
putting. On the sixth and twelfth Detroit
British people and press be- way and at the same angle, this rethe
by
holes Reld was trapped twice, but he Washington
....2 8 3
cause
France
has the first call for his storing the even balance.
McDer-mott
Williams and Gibson ; Boehling and j
made fine recoveries. John J.
Experts of all nations now grudgmachines.
followed half an hour after Reid, Henry.
The story of the experiments and ingly admit that the Dunne machine is
At Boston
but his play was poor and he turned
v.ork of Dunne date back almost as far to ordinary aeroplanes what the life1
8
Cleveland
2
in a score of 81.
as the story of the Wright brothers boat is to the racing shell. The ma
1
8
0
Then came Edward Ray, followed by Boston
iu: this country. It was in 1907, the chine is not yet perfect It is heavy
a crowd numbering over 1,000. Ray Falkenberg and Carisch; Leonard,
before the Wrights made their and slow. But it is capable of being
year
Wood
came
but
and
out,
erratic
Cady.
golf, going
played
successful public flights, that Dunne developed into a lighter machine and
At Philadelphia
in with a string of fours and wound up
was called a crazy man and a fool by will be given greater speed.
3
St. Louis
5
4
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JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

Hi-f-

B. LAMY,

t III
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE
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BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about 8,000.
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next

10

days

Completely furnished.
$60.00 per month.

Bungalow,

Eight-roo-

FOR

I

1 1

Best of location.

Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
REAL ESTATE,

INSURANCE,

SURETY BONDS.

LOANS,

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Francisco
119 San
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
St.,

L. A. HUGHES,

R.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

J.

CRICHTON,

Treasurer.

Manager

Secretary.

not

will

be at

I

w

I

this year.
Mrs. ltuth I.neero and Massie Maun
v.ho spent yesterday In this city on
their way from Albuquerque, returned
to their home in Taos this morning.
JUr. and Mrs. Jones and Miss Jones,
whose home is in Temple, Texas, and
who spent a. part of each summer at
Cowlos, 1!8 miles from here, are in
Santa Ke. They are much pleased
with this unique city.
Edgar L. Street, of the Santa Fe
Water and Light company, arrived
from New York last night and is registered at the Montezuma hotel. His
visit to Santa Ke at this time has
aroused interest.
Judge William IT. Pope, of the United States district court, accompanied
by Mrs. Pope and her sister, Miss faille Hull,- arrived last night on train
No. 9. Judge and Mrs. Pope spent the
month of August in the east and
south. Miss Hull has returned to
spend the winter here.
Jose N.
Messrs. Apolonio Chavez,
Gonzales
and Francisco A. Mendoza,
school directors of Galisteo, are In the
city on school business with County
Superintendent Conway. Miss Josephine Cunningham has been elected
principal and Jose Villanueva assistant of the schools there. The schools
will begin on Monday, September 29th,
The superintendent
expects to be
present at the opening, and declares
the schools will be first class.

ADOLF

FALL MILLINERY

Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
Good home cooking, quick service
'
at the Plaza Cafe.
INSURE WITH 1IAYWARD AND
BE SURE.
Have you asked your best girl to go
with you to the state fair at Albuquerque, October tlth to 11 ill. You'd better
lor she will be going with some other
fellow,
Decree in Partition A decree In
'partition was signed by Judge Abbott
in the Marques and I'adilla land grant,
A

homo tomorrow, Thursday.
Miss. Clara l'alm, who lias charge
of the kindergarten of the Santa Ke
last year, passed
schools
public
Ihrough Lamy yesterday afternoon on
her way from Rogers. Ark., to Los
Angeles, where she will direct the
kindergarten in the West Lake school

-

1

P. W. Parker

Our Large Stock of

LOCAL ITEMS.

PERSONALS

FIVE

PACE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

17, 1913

IN

PATTERNS,

SHAPES,

NOVELTIES,

GOODS

DOT

CO.

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

FEATHER

ETC.

was personally selected

SELIGIN

WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONWe recommend this
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO.
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.

VAI
I UU

1

by us

in Chicago. We show only what
is being shown in the East.

MRS. W. LINDiiARDT
125 Palace Ave.

Three commissioners were named: B. these
uprights but. merely to ijox them
A. Johnston, Roman I., liaca and Carl
and repaint tliem,
BiBhop.
"Rag" Dance Saturday The First
Wanted fifty men tor board and Regiment band will give a benefit
'room. Six dollars per .week. Plaza
dance at the armory Saturday night
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Cafe.
and it will be a "rag" dance with
To show our appreciation of your t lie
"midnight choo choo for Alabama",
patronage we are constantly increas-jin- the "Daughter of Heaven," "Trcs
our stock bo that we may serve
and many other popular syncoyou in many unusual ways. It Is our pated hits as accompaniment. Those
desire to serve you better all the who have enjoyed the melodies of the
It Will Not Cost You Anything to Learn the Facts !
time. Kouk's Pharmacy, Inc., succeed-- i band and others fond of dancing are
Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
ing Fischer Drug Co.
asked to turn out and help the musiwith depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
Just Received our fall line of cians. Dunce begins at 9 p. in. There
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.
(ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices will be numbers posted so that the
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call ai d dancers may avoid confusion which
inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor. characterized the last "rag" at the
B.
The next time you need any article armory.
or medicine from a drug store call
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, '. M.
Ranch The purMeet at Valley
.Main 37. Try our service and you will
pose of the Settlers anil Forest Users'
iMrSRE"AL lifAltiHATwAlislT.'
jbe saved unnecessary waste of time. association of the Pecos national forbook's Pharmacy,
Inc.,
succeeding est, which will meet 1 to 3 p. m. Sun'Fischer Drug Co.
at the Valley ranch is to advance
The burning question may lie learned day
the
agricultural,
grazing and mining of
and the solution of it by reading one our forest reserve
and to bring har'of the most interesting ads. today. See
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTand working Interest between
l
Hardware Co. ad. mony
See our display
IVE GIFT.
and
the
settlers
the
and
forest
service
FILIGREE
Bade Dies The baby of Mr. and t
Cuif Buttons.
lish preNecklaces,
i develop
and
the
game
Mrs. Ignaclo Baca, of Canyon Road,
serve. Also to bring an added interStick Pins. I.ockets. etc.. made of Gold and Turquoise. All
died after a brief illness, last night.
est in the social element and as soon
been made at our store, and tourists are invited
jThe funeral will take place at S as possible to erect a club house. '. It S articles have
look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
to
o'clock tomorrow afternoon from the
is the desire of the association to
2 pieces of jewelry.
'Cathedral of St. Francis. Interment
work in conjunction with the chamber
SYMPATHY PLEA DOES
in
be
Rosario
cemetery,
jwill
to
of
commerce
Santa
of
better
Fe
get
NOT AFFECT JUDGE.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
For Goodness Sake! A Santa Fean
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
Kansas City. Mo., Sept. 17 Mrs. states that he wanted to recall cer- railroad rates and to bring a closer
busiof
association
the
the
settlers,
Minnie Acoff, of Dps Moines, la., who tain passages of Hie thirty-fiftpsalm
when arrested yesterday for passing jaud, having no bible in his room, went ness men of Santa Fe and of the railAnother object is to aid In.
worthless checks at two local depart- d w n tow n to purchase one. "Do you roads.
ment stores gave as her excuse that jkr.ow, I couldn't buy one in any store gelling the scenic highway completed,
she forced the checks to save her two in Santa Fe,'' he declared, with an a highway which will be of peculiar
advantage to Santa Fe, bringing to
young children from starving, was amazed look.
.sentenced to two years in the penitenGet in on the ground floor in the Sunla Fo as the center a large amount
of trade which is going elsewhere.
- - PROPRIETOR.
W. A. WILLIAMS.
tiary by Judge Latshaw in the crim- San Juan oil fields.
Subscription
inal court today.
stock, f!0 per share, par value $50.
Mrs. Acoff's story of being deserted Five or ten shares might make you THAW CHEERED WHEN
HE ARRIVES IN CONCORD
by her husband and of a struggle ir dependent or even wealthy. Drilling
with poverty failed to Impress the (now. see .lonn w. .Mayes, agent, san
Stable ReHack and Baggage Lines.
N".
H
Concord,
court. Evidence was cited that the Juan Basin Oil Co. Phone 191 W.
Sept. 17. When
Best Rigs you can
woman was charged with forgery In
FOR
RENT Five room modern Harry K. Thaw reached here from
f
blocks from Littleton, he was taken direct to a
bouse one and
Wichita, Kan., and other cities.
PROMPT SERVICE.
FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
TWO
AND
SADDLE PONIES.
hotel.
Several hundred people were
Mrs. Acoff's daughters,
six and plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
at
the
railroad
station.
'
St.
gathered
They
new.
San
Francisco
eleven years old, were placed in care
310
Phone 139.
Have that old iron made
cheered as Thaw alighted from the
of. the juvenile court.
Gnagey & Ervien.
came
the
train.
here
Thaw
for
List Of Grand Jurors The follohearing before Governor Felker.
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE
wing Is a list of the grand jurors era-- !
"
INJURED POSING FOR PHOTO paneled for this term of the district
NEW
LEGISLATURE
YORK
'court: A. J. Fischer, Cosme Roybal,
READY TO QUIT.
1
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Sept. 17. Fifty jLuis Moya, Candido Duran, Santana
J S
Ro-- j
high school pupils were injured here jlierrera, Pablo Griego,
Cecelio
(Continued from page one).
today when a temporary platform on mero, Teodoro Abeyta, Walter
which 1hey were grouped, preparatory
Carlos Bluminer, Felipe Garcia,
to being photographed, gave way. Most Francisco Escudero. Ognacio Sena, Sanner of Brooklyn, Democrats, and
Earns 75c an Hour, and Often $75.00 a Week and More- R. Drown of Waterlown. RepubBlon
of the injured suffered b
Apolonio Lobato, Candido Montoya,
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION at the Santa Fe Business College
No fatalities are feared.
Jose Pndilla, Augustin Medrano, Pah-- ; lican.
of witnesses will be called
be had at 75c a day and return a LIFE LONG reward. There
Scores
can
in Garcia, Nicolas Pino, Antonio Real
for both sides during the trial, estinot
such a rich Investment the world over. Spend your money
is
STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYES
and Deineclo Baca.
of which vary
mates as to the
on your brain and you always gain by It. Good spelling is a great
TO MEET AT ROCHESTER. '
and drug store sundries. We from one to two length
Drugs
business letter
months.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 17. Aft- 'are
necessity. Good penmanship, punctuation, good
prepared lo serve you. X.ook'a
and other
Mrs. Sulzer will be one of the most
er electing officers and selecting
writing, Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Spanish. English
Fischer
Inc., succeeding
Pharmacy,
N. Y., as the next meeting place,
important witnesses for the defense,
Business subjects are always in demand. Cannot pick the wrong
Co.
Drug
to the governor's friends.
the thirteenth biennial convention of
trade or profession but all thcte subjects are absolutely demanded
FOR SALE Largo iron safe, good according
Public interest in the trial is so
of jiih
the Amalgamated Association
from an employer. If you don't know, then some one who does
new; weight about I!.O00 pounds: keen that great
throngs are expected
Street and RIectric railway employes ir.heap. John V. Mayes, Laughlln blk.
know gets the job. Buckle down while young, or you'll have to
to attempt, to gain admission to the
of America was adjourned here this Phone 94 W.
down when older. The young can not see it, therefore
knuckle
'
court room.
afternoon.
typewriting
Parents should advise. Shorthand and
the
Probate Court TIip probate court
The public will be admitted to the
is always useful, for students snd others, for he'er is always at the
will meet at the county court house
when
seats
until
all
filled,
trugalleries
THAW'S CHAUFFEUR
shoulders of the boss, and so gets all the plums. These are
Monday to consider the application of the doors will be barred
against furIS SET AT LIBERTY
come
when
will
time
rejoice
the
It
and
you'll
or
not,
believe
Colonel George W. Pilchard to be ap-- i
isms,
ther admissions.
or lament. Come and see me. Do. You will ever consider It a
pointed administrator of the estate of
Sherbrooke, Quebec. Sept. 17.
'Robert Law, late president of the New
red letter day. WALTER NORTON, Pres., Santa Fe Bus. College.
Roger" Thompson, the chauf-jfeu- r Mexico Central railroad. Matters of
who drove Harry K. Thaw away
quick results,
will also be discussed.
from Matteawan in a big black tour-lin- guardianship
It Is An Error? Editor New
car, was today set at liberty. The
Dear Sir: Apparently Dr. Mar-- I
crown authorities said they had no tin is not
quite as well informed on
evidence to offer against him.
the condition of the road between
New
it will not pay you to waste-youSubscribe for the SanU
4
here and Santa Fe. The sand hill was
time
al
boosts
that
writing out your logal forms
the
MEET.
NEGRO BAPTISTS
paper
Mexican,
.
corduroyed by Theodoro Romero last
the time and works for the upbuild when jou can get tbem already print-,Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 17. The Na- week and is in fine shape. He is leavcoro- Mexican
New
ed
the
at
Printing
our
r,f
M state
tional Negro Baptist convention opened ing here tomorrow to shoot out
5
session here today.
a
rocks in Rio Grande canon,
New Mexican Want Ads always so that the largest auto will have no
trouble in making the short turns, t
bring results. Try it
remain, yours truly, A. Gusdorf.
Fine spring chickens, liens or broilers at the Modern Market. Phone
GO. ycur order to 202 Frank Mourer, proH. S. KAUNE
prietor.
Eastern Star there will be a regWhere Quality Governs the Price ular meeting of the Order of the Eastern Star tomorrow night at Masonic
and Price the Quality
Hall. Business of importance wil' be
brought before the chapter. AH mem
ibers are urgently requested to be
present and visiting members are extended an Invitation to attend. By
order of the Worthy Matron.
Is Alert Truant Officer
Conway
Phone 262.
Conway reports that he is on the still
hunt for violators of the compulsory
school attendance law. Quite a numWe do not give
NO MADAM
ber of parents have had to receive the
premiums with our Coffee. You
second notification, but as a rule the
can't make good Coffee out of
parents have signified their Intention
of aiding in the enforcement of the
poor Beans. You can't expect to
law.
make good coffee out of the
Adjourn This Evening The grand
that are half Premium, for
kinds
jury may adjourn this evening and If
remember, you can't put the
not this evening, it will likely adjourn
Premium in the Cup Have a I
tomorrow. As already stated In the
New Mexican, indictments will not be
Cup of our Coffee.
given out until arrests are made. This
40c 35c 30c
Gold Band Line
is the order of the court. There were
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker Bug40c
Bonnette
many interesting rumors circulated
and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
40c
&
Java
Mocha
Old
Fort
gies
of
results
and
the
thp
afternoon,
40c
This week we will sur- this
House
White
are
Bession
awaited
with
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
grand jury's
40c
Barrington Hall
way of interest.
prise you in
is
proud of it. Because he knows it is the best.
Liptons Yellow Label ......40c
Trains Late The delay in traffic
the
of
best
the
Good
value
west
was
Fe
the
over the Santa
from
Studebaker wagons and buggies are built on honor
QUALITY
25e
cheaper coffees
due to the burning of a bridge near
with the experience that comes from sixty years
and
Our bulk coffees the same
This delay affected
Santo Domingo.
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
in
for
40c
aryou
pay
grade
Will be good color, firm the mails from the west, but they
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle
35c
cans
rived at 7 a. m. today. Owing to this
free from defects. delay
Whether you live in town or country, whether you want a
the Btub train which usually
work or pleasure vehicle, there's a Studebaker to fill your requireleaves Lamy at 11:30 p. m. left when
Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
Co.
ment!.
No. 9 arrived last night much to the
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carts, road oilers, buggies,
pleasure of the passengers from the
depot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them aU.
east bound for Santa Fe.
"TheQualityShop"
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
This Week-T- he
Best Canning Pear.
The Old Palace Just how old the
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
"PHONIT"
uprights in front of the Old Palace
See our Dealer or unite us.
are remains to be seen. Uncovering
one of the posts yesterday workmen
South Bend, Ind.
KAUHE
STUDEBAKER
GO. found a printed announcement pasted
dknver
Kansas cmr
raw yor;;
Dallas
Chicago
tn the wood calling for bids for repair
VRTLAND, ORB.
M.NNKAPOLtS
SAN rHAKCI':0
SALT LAKE CITY
1877.
to
in
This
Fort
work
B-Stanton,
st
Where Prices
indicates that the word done in 1878 5
- ' For
on the Old Palace was not to replace rHru uiruinnnnnnnt nnrm n n nn inn

Ask About This One
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JOSEPH

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,
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Ilieiichnm-Mignardo-

JEWELRY
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Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

FOFL

HEADQUARTERS

THE STAR BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Entire

stocked.

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

get.

one-hal-

j

extra-iditio-

AGENTS thk FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
1

GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

in

Lind-jhnrd- t,

fjQTYour Business Solicited.
::

Phone 100 and 35 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

ash

uy For

!

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay, Grain

Guaranteed

Give us a trial and let us show you.

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

-

-

Phone, Main

Galisteo and Water Sts.

250.

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
35
J
TELEPHONE

1

Blind-han-

j

"Gen-itlema-

For
little "WANT."

Mexl-jcp.-

r

j

g

six-da-

ft

HELLO
YES, THIS IS

THE

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
OF THE LOW RATES NOW

TAKE ADVANTAGE

Los Angeles or

San

San Diego,

Francisco

$55.55
SUMMER TOURIST
ON SALE

DAiLY

ilh'TSL

$51.85
$51.85
St. Paul
Denver. . . $21.10
New York". $78.85

Chicago

. .
. .

OOTU

win.

St. Louis

. .

$47.35

Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col. Springs $18.15

Return Limit, October J 1st, 19IJ.

For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
address any
Lmany other points, call on or
agent of the Santa Fe.

H. S. LUTZ

Agt,

GROCERY

Peaches

I
I

Are Now

the

RATES-EA- ST

SEFTESSfl.

Elberta

PURE FOOD

At Their Best

$45.55

SANTA FE, N. M.

DayCS

Koch-este-

r.

aHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR

ww Costs 75c a

'.

and

Fancy Bartlett Pears

Modern Grocery

8

U.S.

ar

Sf

Oualitv

tt

Town's full of
Studebakens

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

SIX
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"
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enriching the blood, and the nerves and heart in turn are fed on pure rich blood.
Neuralgia "is the cry of starved nerves for food." For forty yews "Golden
Medical Discovery" in liquid form has given great satisfaction as a tonic and
blood maker.
Now it can be obtained in tablet form from dealers in medicine
or send SO one-cestamps for trial box. Write R.V.Pierce,Buffalo.
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shapes and the shades.
2nd
suggestion
of
places intermediate.
day
September.
who had never planted wholesale beM. A. ORTIZ.
Mr. Hanna announced that State
wanted to
fore, and practically none had prewhat
Just
you
Liberal stopover privileges.
conCounty Clerk.
viously raised tomatoes for canning, Engineer French will bring the
know?
EAVD. U S AFFORD, Deputy.
on
crew
Santa
the
to
work
vict
but they continued and thev have .,.
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
road. (Applause.)
(SEAL)
ceeded. And on the part of tho dl- Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
Advertising is helpful news at
opthe
stated
that
Salmon
Nathan
.
,
i
carried on 8anta Fe Fast Trains.
rw7nrs t h n hon
any season of the year but
e
Z
position to paving on Don Gaspar
1 . cannery
tbelr
never more so than now.
due to the desire to see a
Three trains daily from Kansas
th""
offer a delightful variety of foods and a delightful relief from
7 haVe Seen that Uwer installed so that the pavement
'
erlrt
City to California.
new
of
season
It
is the
tne tnree principal staples.
things
fhat everJ ptWa8 0n the rIght ,ines- - would not have to be torn up.
M bus,nesa- - sme
are
excur- merchants
Solitaire Canned Corn, Beans, Peas, Tomatoes, Beets, Succotash
and
J
eagerly
discharges
1
fhat
the
Personally conducted
Judge Hanna replied
ana otner vegetables add zest to tne meal, because tney
BELIEVED IN j
la"y Crozier and
sions.
ent plan is to lay the sewer first and
to see who shall be
7P
competing
rresnness
ot tne neia
onng tneir iuu 1000 value and tne
an! St""-h- ad
foTh Pe
pave afterward.
the first to show them nnd to
to tne table when fresh vegetables are not obtainable.
24 HOURS
a" the years before
P.
For literature, fare and service
Tne P,lblic funds and utilities
h
that
tell about them.
n
Each Can- J
8reat 8Uccesa was mittee had no one at the meeting to
" The But th Grocer Cm Deliver. "
from here, apply to
ule
bears (MIDY'j
inrougn the small farm and canneries, make a report bo the railroad commit-the
bows
The
THE MOBCY MERCANTILE CO.
advertising
politely
j
ney got the thing started, and
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
they tee was called upon,
brvrr ctmnttrfctt
and says, "At your service."
Denver, Colo.
set out" to see it through. True,
SANTA FE, - NEW MEXICO.
Levi A. Hughes told of the efforts
ALL bBl'UOISTS
mere never has been a moment when of the Santa Fe and the D. & R. G.
(Chas. A. Dinsmore.)
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

ON

Auto Deliverv Every Hour!

Auto Delivery Every ilour!

Ph01ie
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SESSMENT IS VERY SMALL

MANY TRANSFERS COULD

beContinuing the comparisons
tweeu the actual cash value of real
estate in New Mexico Bold during
valu1012 and 1913 and the assessed
New
ation of the snme land. The
Mexican today gives several uddltoiitil
county compilations, as prepared by
the railroad accountants:
Curry County.
In Curry county in 1912, in acreage
in-- I
property, there were 40. transfers
was
which
property
$32,980.
volvlng
assessed for $12,880 or 24.3 per cent,
Ii. 1913 there were 40 sales involving
at $11,$00,900, which was assessed
433 or 18. S per cent. In lot property,.
in-!ln 1912, there were 30 transactions
volvlng $27,245, which was assessed
at $587,5 or 21.4 per cent. In the same
c'.ess of property In 1913 there were
2? transfers In which the land was
valued at. $24,110, but which was as-- !
sessed at $5225 or 21.7 per cent.
During 1912 there wore 32 transfers
with a consideration of $10,322 which
could not be found on the 1912 assessment roll, and in 1913 there were
'Hi traiisfprs
involving $37,179 which
could not be located on the 1913 as-sessment roll.
In 1912. there were CflSO acres
which sold for an average of $7.93 and
the average assessment of this land
was $1.93 per acre. In 1913, 80S0
acres sold for an average of $7.54 an
acre and was assessed at $i.42 an
acre.
In conclusion the railroads suggest
that the assessment on Curry county
'land .be increased 77.3 per cent and
value.
53.5 on lots to equal
Dona Ana County.
In Dona Ana county in 1912 there
were 29 transfers involving $232,183
which was returned for taxation at
$41,020, or 17. S per cent. In 1913, the
transfers number 27, totaling $231,575,
which was returned for $58,507 or 25.3
per cent.
In lot property during 1912 there
were 21 transfers involving $00,140,
which was assesed at $10,031, or 17.7
per cent. In 1913 there were 2G transfers involving $44,452, which was
turned for assessment at $9984 or 22.5
per cent.
There were 33 transfers involving
'a total of $38,715 which could not be
located on the 1912 tax rolls and there
were. P.2 transfers which involved $48,- 031 which could not be found on the
-'

Glassware
and Dishes

-'

I

7

Something New "CS

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

I

Everything In Hardware.
MJbWKi WM. ILFELD.'

W. H. WICKHAM

i

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

one-thir-

AND

ALWAYS

e

f&

fa

LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities forlare
mid small bamjuels.

AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

WHOLESALE

SPECIAL RATES
BY

i

'

HOTEL DE VARGAS
THE WEEK

1913 roll.

Tn 1912 there were 2202 acres changed hands for an average price ot
$105.43 per acre, which were assessed
on an average of $18.03 per acre. In
1913 there were 2227 acres sold at an
average price of $103.99 per acre
which was returned for assessment at
$26.27 per acre.
From these figures the railroad men
deduce that the Dona Ana assessment
would be increased 31.5 per cent on
lands and 48.1 on lots to equal the full

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sola Agents For
SEED.

45

STOCK FOOD.

Tn

value.
Eddy County.

Eddy county during

1912 In acre-

were 46 transfers
of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages age property there
involving $100,177, which property was
assessed at $20,882 or 16.2 per cent.
Fe
house in
exclusive
In 1913 39 transfers brought $143,427.
and was assessed at $27,131 or 18.9

All kinds

The only
Phone Black

INTERNATIONAL

one-thir-

grain

Santa

LEO HERSCH

per cent.
In lot property during

nlack

45

1912

there

which was assessed at
In 1913, 14 transfers
per cent.
brought $15,575, and was assessed at
$4112, or 26.4 per cent.
There were eight transfers with a
consideration of $6455 which could not
be found on the 1912 assessment roll,
land on the 1913 roll there weer 13
'transfers involving $37,005 which
cr.uld not be located on the tax roll.
The average price of 5080 acres sold
in 1912 was $32.71; the average assessment per acre was $5.29. In 1913
4026 acres sold for an average of
$3 1.54 and was assessed on an average
of $5.80 an acre.
Eddy county assessments should lis
raised 7G.2 per cent on lands and 26 1
per cent on lots to equal the full one:
third valueation.
Grant County.
In Grant county during 1912 in acreage property there were 21 transfers
with a total of $91,124 which was as- sessed at $17,565 or 19.3 per cent
In 1913 there were 22 transfers Involving $391,124 which was assessed
at $35,9S5, or 9.2 per cent. In lot property in 1912 there were 34 transfern
involving $60,000 which was returned
for $21,815 or 36.4 per cent In 1913
33 transfers of lot property brought
$56,509 and was assessed for $16,424
or 291 per cent.
There were no transfers in either
year which could not be located on the
tax rolls.
There were 4492 acres sold for an
average of $20.29 which were assessed
fni an average of S3. 91 an aero In 1912
and in 1913 there were 6252 acres sold
at an average price of $62.56 per acre
which was assessed at $.75 an acre.
The conclusion according to the railroads is, that the 1913 assessment
should be increased 26.2 per cent on
lr.nds and 14.5 per cent on lota to
value.
equal a full
Guadalupe County.
In GuadaluDe county in 1912, la
$7605 or 23.0

j

-

That Burning Question
can
heat and
faster, better,

'

! ! !

How

I
cook
cheaper?
Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not better than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat variety of models at almost any price.
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The differ-encin fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
Beacham-Mignard-

e

The Reliable Hardware Store.

j

....

one-thir- d
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17, 1913

IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.

at

They are Swell,

toric fourteenth century country seat
of Lord de L'Isle and Dudley, at

"The milliner"

Tun-biidg-

Kent.
A party of household employes succeeded in extinguishing the flames.
Two women were seen fleeing across
the lawn in front of the building and
suffrage literature was scattered about

SEPTEMBER

NEW STYLISH HATS

j

SUFFRAGETTES TRY
TO BURN ENGLISH CASTLE.
1ondon, Sept. 17. A suffragette
arson squaa eariy iuuu.v men iu
burn down Penshurst place, the his-

MISS A. MUGLER
CORNER PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST

the grounds.
' The mansion is filled with antiques,
Work for the New Mexican, it Is
old tapestries and articles left there by
Queen Elizabeth, who frequently oc- working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
cupied the house during her reign.

RESOLVED

WE STAND F3E.HINO
OUR COODS AND WC
MAKE GOOD ON EVERY
DEAL OUR. Goods
MAKE C OOP-WTook

one-thir-

NOT BE FOUND IN CURRY

We Have a New Assortment of

called in Liverpool and Birmingham,

Clubs.

i

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The beat money
A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age. who colle-t- s the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR,
)
will ouy, try it.

Phone No. 4

Mr. Dorman stated that the
capitol is to be illuminated and other
preparations will be made.
A Revenue Collector.
Attorney J. 11. Crist appealed to the
chamber of commerce to "get on the
job" and see that Arizona does not get.
the appointment of a Democratic revenue collector "which appointment is
about to be made," taking away the
office from Santa Fe. Mr. Crist said
that New Mexico is entitled to hold
the office for about six more years as
- uaiuoiiu. w.
UM' IdOL III. lllll UCll l,, 11.
Arizona, held the office seven years,
and the present incumbent has had
the office but a year and three months.
Mr. Crist declared that $10,000 a year
is paid in salaries to that, office and
that with the appointment of four
more income tax clerks or officials,
the loss to Santa Fe by removal of the
office will be $18,000 to $20,000 a year,
sessed.
"I have never seen this body or
The land assessment sliould he In
creased 05 per cent and the lot assess- any other body half so militant as
ment 39.3 to equal
value ac- jnow," was Mr. Crisis tribute to the
'chamber of commerce.
cording to the railroads.
His suggestion to find out if , Ari-- j
zona cannot be headed off was accepGoes to Estancia.
Howell Earnest left at noon today 'ted by the chamber.
Mr. Jones of Temple.
for Estancia, called there by the TorMr. .Tones, of Temple, Texas; who
rance county grand jury.
has been summering at Cowles, ad-dressed the chamber, and he rapped
Notaries Appointed.
more signs
The following notaries were com- Santa Fe for not having
on roads leading to the city. He told
missioned yesterday:
ihow they do things down at Temple
Henry W. Dure, Albuquerque.
Edward W. Dobson, Albuquerque. jand aroused a good deal of laughter. a
Mr. Jones asked if Santa Fe has
Joel !. Good, Albuquerque.
Carnegie library.
Voices: "We don't want any!"'
In the Upper Court.
laughter.)
The final case was argued at the (Afore
Mr. Jones offered the chamber of
September session of the supreme commerce an invitation to attend the
court this afternoon. The case was
meeting of the Pecos national forest
entitled The Loretta Literary and
district residents at the Valley Ranch
Society vs. Meliton Garcia et on Sunday. "Seventy-fivto 100 are
ul., from Sandoval county.
expected," he said, "and I think you
Santa Fe merchants and business
Makes First Speech.
could get. more trade if you would stir
Ira B. Griinshaw, assistant attorney jaiound and meet the people outside
general, made his first appearance in ;of your city."
It was after 10 o'clock when the
that capacity in the supreme court yesterday in the case of the State of New chamber adjourned to take "light re-- '
Mexico vs. Theodore Goulet, from Ber- freshments."
Governor McDonald and a number
nalillo county. Goulet is charged with
the murder of Policeman Alexander of prominent officials, attended the
meeting and talked to various mem:
Knapp at Albuquerque.
bers of committees after the meeting.
There were several visitors, including
Three New Companies Wanted.
William Mackay Caldwell, the author
According to recent orders from the
war department, if New Mexico is to magazine writer and traveler, who
has come to Santa Fe to study the
keep her regimental organization in
the state militia, three new companies city as he has written a novel with
will have to be organized in the state the scene laid here.
before January 1st. The recent ruling
requires the full strength of twelve LABOR TROUBLES AGAIN
THREATEN ENGLAND.
companies for a regimental organiza17.
tion, and since the Tticumcari company
London,
Sept.
England is
is soon to be mustered out, this means threatened
with the most serious
that three additional companies must strike pf union labor in its history, acbe mustered in to bring New Mexico cording to union leaders here today. .
The trouble began with the .lockup to the required standard.
Other
wise the guard would go on a battalion outs of workmen last week in Dublin
organization with four companies to in consequence of a strike of transport
the battalion.
workers because of the employment of
laborers. Rumblings of discontent have since been heard through
Want Exhibit at Fair.
out the entire labor community of the
Kalph Ely, of the state fair commis British
isles, but thus far eruptions
sion, has asked the state game warhave occurred only in the larger cities.
den's department for a practical dem
have
strikes
been
Sympathetic
onstration of fish hatching at the state
lair. The idea met with instant favor
In the game warden's office, hut unfortunately tiie suggestion was not
made until it was too late to prepare
IS
the exhibit for thisyear.
However,
in talking of the matter today, Trini
dad C. de Baca, game warden, said
that next year the department would
have on exhibition a miniature work
ing model of a fish hatchery, which
would illustrate every process in the
restocking of the streams of
with the finny tribe.

acreage property, there were 22 trans-- j
fers involving $25,0:15, which was re-- !
turned for assessment at $1S50 or 18 9
per cent. In 1913, there were also 22
transfers, for a total of $24,035, return-iefor $1X50 or 20.2 per cent.
FURTHER
In lot property there were in 191'!
Ill transfers involving $3282, which
was returned for taxation at $i;0", or
NEW MEXI
In 1913 14 transfers
34 percent.
brought $3322, and were returned for
taxation at $794 or 23.8 per cent,
TAX!
There were 14 transfers involving
SSlCo which could not be located on
'the 1012 tax rolls and (.even trans
OTHER tors involving $81 90 which could not
FIVE
COMPARISONS FROM
he located on the 9 13 tax rolls.
COUNTIES PRINTED TODAY. IGRANT
The average price of 3100 acres sold
in 1912 was $8.07, the average assess-- !
COUNTY TRANSFERS WERE ALL nient of the same property was $1.35
In 1913, 3058 acres averaged
ROLL, BUT AS ;an acre.
FOUND ON TAX
$7.80 when sold and $1.58 when as-
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Express Rate Hearing.
The corporation commission has
called an informal hearing on the ex
press rate for October 4 in Santa Fo,
and the Wells f"argo, Globe,' Adams
and United States express conwanles
have been notified to have represen
tatives present on that date.
Grants Reduced Rate.
The Santa Fe has granted a rate of
$50 a car on cattle In car load lots from
Grants, N. M., to Springer, N. M instead of the usual rate of $73. This r
rate is made to enable several cattlemen around Grants to ship their cattle
to Springer, on account of the shortage of grass at their present ranges.
Paroled Conditionally.

Adolfo Quintana, sentenced on May
5, 1.912, from Santa Fe county to the
reform school for from two to two
and a half years, for burglary, has
been paroled conditionally by Governor McDonald.

Lawyers Admitted.
following attorneys have been
admitted to practice in the United
States district court:
James S. Fielder, of Silver City:
Frank Faircloth, of Fort Sumner.
Orders in Bankruptcy.
Orders for a hearing on petition for
discharge from bankruptcy have been
made in the following cases:
J. H. Mook & Son, Roswell; Aaron
M. Adler, I,as Vegas; Metzger &
Tucumcari; William J. Downing,
,

"The

Fon-vlll-

Clovis.
SANTA FE IS DECLARED
"THE OLDEST CITY"
IN THE UNITED STATES.

(Continued from page seven)
That Water "Case."
There was much craning of necks
and whispering when Levi A. Hughes
reported that the committee appointed
to Investigate the charge of "bribery"
in connection with the "water franchise" had reported to the district attorney and had recommended action
by the grand jury.
Entertainment.
R. F. Asplund asked the chamber of
commerce if plans had been made to
entertain the Federation of Women's

met

?

r Bn
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WHAT MORE CAN A HARDWARE MERCHANT DO THAN TO MAKE
WE
MAKE GOOD ON HIS STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS STOCK.
GOOD?
ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT WE CAN MAKE GOOD. WE KNOW
WHAT TO BUY FOR YOU AND WHERE TO BUT IT. WE HAVE THE
BEST HARDWARE THAT CAN BE SECURED AND WE KNOW THAT WE
ARE OFFERING IT AT FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE ARE PREPARED
TO MAKE GOOD ON EVERY SALE, BECAUSE OUR HARDWARE IS THE
WE WILL SATISFY YOU; TRY US.
RELIABLE KIND.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
--

PHONE

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

WE

HAVE

IT."

PHONE

14.

3

i
Si

FL OWERS
The Clarendon Garden,

SANTA FE, N.

PHONE 12

'

IV?.

" PRICE IS IT!'

PRICE IS IT!"

I

BROS. CO.

SE

Foreign Corporation.
The Roswell Irrigated Land and Orchard company, a Maine corporation,
lias entered the state, and has notified
the state corporation commission that
A. Seagrist, of Roswell, is the
agent
for the concern. It is a $400,000 corporation with $35,000 paid in.

:

Interesting Sales Announcement
Here for Tomorrow Our 5th Day of 57th Anniversary Sale

57 Varieties

at $

1

.57

It's impossible to quote all the 57 varieties herecome see for yourself
how all prices have been cut far below the regular cost prices. Remem- ber, please, that these prices stand good for Thursday only, Our Banner
Sale Day. Every article has been specially priced for the occasion,

Come early, as the lots

are limited.

J
tjjj

p
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yards $1.00 quality Checked Taffeta go at
yards 85c Wool Panama Brown and Navy 56 inches go at
4 yds. Black and White Stripe Dress Goods 75c quality go at
6 yards Flannel Waistlng 50o quality go at
$3.00 Boy's Wool Suits go at
3
3

$4.00 Men Regal Oxford go at..!.
$3.00 Ladles Button or Lace Shoes go at
$3.00 Women's Nainsook, Petticoats and Gowns In variety
of styles go at
$1.25 Flannelette Gowns In pretty floral designs 2 for
Men's $3.00 Dress Pants go at....
95c Men's fine shirts, French cuffs, go at 3 for
$2.50 Men's Gauntlet Gloves go at
$3.00 Girl's coats, 8 to 14 years, go at
Men's 50c work shirts go at 4 for
$3.50 to $5.00 Ladies Oxford and evening slippers, go at
,
$3.00 Men Lace Shoes go at
$3.00 Infant Robes and Coats go at
Women's $2.50 Trefouss Kid Gloves 2 clasp, black and

colors, go at
yards of White Damask Table linen the 75c quality go at
Sorose's black sateen underskirts, the $2.50 kind, go at..
Men's 35c hoses go at 6 pairs for
Warner's Rust Proof $2.25 corsets go at
$2.50 Women's perfect fitting house (tresses in percale
and chambray go at
Lingerie Dresses $5 to $8.50 values, go at
Women's $1.50 silk hose, go at 2 pairs for
Men's $2.50 Flannelette Pajamas go at
1 lb. bottle of Mutual
perfume regular $6 value, go at....
Men's Jap silk handkerchiefs with figured border, regular
$3.00 Silk Umbrellas, go at...
50c each, go at 6 for......1..
Women's $4 and $5 Seal Leather hand bags (large size)
go at
Women's $10 long black coats (last season's) go at
1 lot $5.00 Lace
curtains slightly mussed go at
Women's $5.00 silk waists go at
Women's $2.50 long crepe kimonas, go at
Children's $2.50 go carts go at..
3

.

JL I
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We can't begin to quote prices on tne otner nunareatns ot gooa
gains in store for you at this Big Anniversary Sale, where
66
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